NFER provides evidence for excellence through its independence and insights, the breadth of its work, its connections, and a focus on outcomes.

What our clients say:

Teach First

“Teach First draws upon evidence from a wide range of education resources to help inform and improve its impact. We have been delighted to receive our own digest of recent educational policy and research every two months. It is enormously useful in an evidence-led organisation.”

SQW

“The NFER Centre for Information and Reviews provided SQW with a bespoke literature and policy search for an international review we were conducting for a client in the Republic of Ireland. The team’s approach was always helpful and professional and their outputs were both comprehensive and timely.”

Get in touch

Contact us to sign up for our updates or to find out more about any of our services:

Online: www.nfer.ac.uk/what-we-do/information-and-reviews
Email: Sharon O’Donnell, Head of Centre for Information and Reviews
       enquiries@nfer.ac.uk
Phone: 01753 637189 or 01753 637279
Twitter: @TheNFER or @EurydiceatNFER
In person: Call us to arrange a visit.
NFER’s Centre for Information and Reviews (CIR) offers a unique service for anyone professionally interested in education research and policy from the UK and beyond.

The CIR team includes information, library and knowledge management experts with skills in information literacy, policy monitoring and literature reviews, including a particular focus on international comparative education.

We search and synthesise research, systems and policy information on education and services for children and young people across a range of countries, and at local and national level in the UK.

The Centre provides free information and update services as well as offering a variety of cost-effective tailored services.

Our library houses a specialist collection of books and journals covering education and children’s services worldwide.

In all our work, robust information is underpinned by NFER’s reputation for objectivity and rigour.

Free-of-charge you can:

Sign up to:

- **In the News** – a weekly online policy update on education and children’s services in the UK
- **On the Web** – a monthly online update of international research in education and children’s services
- **Education in the News** – a bimonthly online policy update on education developments in Europe.

Access our online information on international education systems and policy

Including the resources of the Eurydice information network on education in Europe – NFER is the Unit for England, Wales and Northern Ireland – and information from the INCA website on curriculum and assessment in 21 countries worldwide.

Access our library and catalogue

Visit our website or call to arrange a visit.

Tailored, charged-for services

- Systematic literature reviews, rapid evidence assessments and scoping studies
- Specialist searching and referencing services for your own evidence reviews
- Bespoke news, current awareness and alerting services
- Key point summaries and specialist briefings with informed policy commentary
- Training in how to complete reviews, or how to get the best out of databases, websites and search engines.